
 THE BENEFITS
Up to 30% reduced thermal transmission  

(R Value 1.6)  

Strong Rigid construction   |   B-2 European Fire Rating

The only monoshell on the market (prevents delamination)

 European Engineered and Manufactured  by world leader in insulated doors

Built in finger protection   |   Optional - top and side draft seals

Registered European wind loading EN12424 Class 5 = 171 kmph

Smoother quieter operation   |   Clean Attractive Interior

Considerable Noise Reduction   |   Modern Profiles   |   Large colour range

Standard Colour Range: 1. White  |  2. Classic Cream  |  3. Shale Grey  |  4. Surf Mist |  5. Windspray  |  6. Dune

Twopak epoxy wet paint for all other colours

I N N O V A T I O N     Q U A L I T Y     I N T E G R I T Y

World Class European
Insulated Garage Doors

THERMOFLAT
Linear Flat

Insulated Door
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SPECIFICATIONS
Does it really make such a difference?

From the cold northern climates to the hot conditions of 
the tropics, 80% of all sectional garage doors produced 
in the world today are insulated. In fact, Australia is one 
of the last markets to embrace the insulation of the 
garages doors, yet our garages are some of the largest 
in the world. Feedback from the customers who have 
installed Thermopanels, is that not only do they reduce 
the temperature ingress regardless whether hot or 
cold, they also minimize the outside noise penetration 
and look cleaner inside and out. Pests also have no 
chance to nest due to the frameless construction and 
no sharp internal edges. Thermopanels have much 
better impact resistance due to the foam density and 
coupled with fire rated side and top seals, provide 
excellent fire protection. 

What about the motor?

We only use premium belt drive motors on our 
installations. These are quieter and complement the 
garage door perfectly.

Specifications
	0.48mm outer skin (no oil canning)

	PUR foam to 38040kg NO HFC, CGC, HCFC

	Polyester or PVC film coating

	Full length triple folds for stronger hinge fixings

	Maximum unsupported length 5.5m

	Lengths up to 6m are readily stocked

	European designed and produced

	Can be two pak painted to most colours

	Full monoshell construction to keep moisture  
 out of foam

	Finger protection inside and out

	Thermal break seal between panels

41 Dellamarta Road, Wangara WA 6065

Phone: +61 8 9309 6111  |   Facsimile: +61 8 9309 6000 

 sales@danmardoors.com.au
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